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Introduction: Overview of the Impact Workshop 

Since the guns fell silent in Northern Uganda, the region has seen a slew of local and international 

programs aimed at reconstruction and compensation. Despite significant investments in post-conflict 

recovery, countless post-conflict conflicts continue to emerge and occur frequently throughout the 

Acholi sub-region.  

On 23rd September, the College of Humanities and Social Sciences (CHUSS) in Partnership with 

Amani Institute Uganda disseminated preliminary findings under the project: Gender Justice, 

Livelihood and Rights in Northern Uganda”. This follows a data collection exercise conducted in 

the Acholi sub-region particularly Gulu, Pader, Amuru and Nwoya districts, to establish factors that 

continue to undermine possibilities for return to social cohesion and how this influences the gender 

terrain.  

The study is part of a five-year Research Fund (GCRF) - Gender Justice and Security Hub project 

supported by the United Kingdom Research Innovation(UKRI), and coordinated by the London 

School of Economics and Political Science. The research aims to: 

1) Explore the existing post conflict conflicts and the gender layering within them, 

2) Examine the dynamics within the rights claims on land; livelihoods and gender justice, 

3) Take stock of community’s agency (resilience, efforts and initiatives) towards return to 

sustainable peace, 

4) Examine ways in which the COVID-19 pandemic has affected people’s livelihood 

patterns, exposing gendered social and economic fragilities on the post conflict region. 

The research involved participation & dedication of a cross section of individuals listed in Annex 2  

Methodology  

The workshop adopted a 

blended attendance 

approach. On the basis of 

the COVID-19 restrictions, 

the workshop targeted only   

39 participants in physical 

attendance. These 

included district officials, 

cultural leaders, religious 

leaders and local residents 

that participated in the 

research. The virtual 

platform was to all 

interested.  Overall, the 

event attracted over 83 

participants of which 61% 
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were females and 39% were males. Key among the participants were the district local government 

officials, women and male councilors, cultural and religious leaders and CSO personnel operating 

in the Acholi Sub-Region.  

The theme of the impact workshop was; Nested and Gendered Post-war conflict: Recalling the past, 

negotiating present claims on land, livelihoods and social Belonging in Northern Uganda. The 

impact workshop aimed at sharing the preliminary findings of people's everyday gendered 

experiences of postwar recovery and solicit stakeholders’ knowledge and opinions about the findings 

particularly their description of the postwar experiences in the region, and suggestions about post-

war conflicts that require priority attention and by whom. 

Impact workshop proceedings 

The workshop was moderated by Ms. Gloria Acayo Opira, 

(also Co-Researcher) who welcomed participants, walked 

them through the program, and guided the introductory 

session. She mentioned that the impact workshop was about 

gender justice, livelihood, and rights in Northern Uganda. 

She stated that the purpose of the impact workshop was to 

share feedback from the research findings, where a large 

amount of data was collected and synthesized, and to receive 

feedback/supplement on the findings. 

 

 

 

 

Overview of the Hub and the Research Project 

The director Amani Institute Uganda and the Principal CHUSS (also Co-Director on the Hub) had 

an opportunity to share about the two organizations and how the advancement of their visions and 

mission cascade to impact the Acholi sub-region community member. 

 Mr. Stephen Oola, Co-Investigator and Director Amani Institute 

Uganda while giving a background to the GCRF Gender Justice and 

Security Hub, welcomed participants and intimated that the hub is a 

multi-partner research network that brings both local and global civil 

society, practitioners, governments and international organizations to 

advance justice and inclusive peace. He noted that the hub focuses on 

explicating or digging deeper the emerging post-conflict conflicts and 

their implications for social healing and sustainable peace building. He 

mentioned that the purpose of the workshop was to share a summary 

report of some of the growing impact of the collaborative research 

across the hub which findings would later reveal that the war is still 
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ongoing in the Northern Acholi sub-region and looked forward to participants’ reactions towards the 

data.  

You will soon discover that there is no doubt that the conflict is not yet over. Our 

preliminary findings reveal deep rooted multifaceted conflicts that are taking place 

in Northern Uganda that we have described as “Nested Newness”. I hope you will 

be able to shed light on the intriguing data, conflict narratives, footages and images 

that were collected and these will continue to be analyzed and their outputs shared 

in all the years to come. Mr. Stephen Oola 2021. 

Prof. Josephine Ahikire, Principal CHUSS, Makerere University and Co–

Director GCRF Gender Justice and Security Hub, gave an overview of the 

research project. She noted evidence of ongoing post-war conflicts in the 

Acholi sub-region and commented that reconstruction initiatives have been 

mainly around physical reconstruction of facilities and services leaving a 

daunting challenge of social cohesion. Therefore, the research aims at 

establishing the driving factors of the conflicts that continue to undermine 

the possibilities of social cohesion, leaving the region directionless, and 

index strategies to address the inherent conflicts to attain social vitality and 

sustainable peace.   

We are seeing fierce ongoing conflicts in the Acholi region. There is a nested 

problem around social cohesion. For example, even when the Acholi sub-region 

has expanses of land there are fierce conflicts where people pull out machetes at 

each other conflicting around boundaries of districts and other contested land 

matters. The research aims to establish what lies at the heart of these post –war 

conflict conflicts, and what it will take to address them as a pathway to social 

cohesion. Josephine Ahikire, 2021.   

Opening Remarks from the Chairperson Gulu District Local Government 

The workshop was opened by the Chairperson Gulu District Local Government Hon. Opiyo 

Christoper Ateke who welcomed the participants and applauded the researchers from Makerere 

University and Amani Institute Uganda for conducting their research in Acholi sub-region. He 

informed the participants that his office had offered adequate help and information when the 

research team visited. He believed that what was going to be shared would help both the local 

government and the central government in planning and policy formulation.  
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The LCV Chairperson noted that the region went through the LRA war for over 20 years. He 

therefore encouraged the participants to be free and honest during the discussion so as to formulate 

a way forward that would help the researchers, funders, the local government and the central 

government, to move in conformity with the sustainable development goals. For instance, he noted 

that the Acholi sub-region has a lot of land but the land is redundant, it is not put to good use, and 

the more space of land unutilized, the higher the levels of poverty. He called upon the researchers 

to change people’s mindsets and restore people’s humanity – as thus “please help us change the 

mindsets of the people and help us bring the people where they feel they are human”. On behalf of 

the local government in Acholi sub region, he pledged continuous total support to restore the region 

to social cohesion. 

Presentation of Research findings 

The research team shared the methodology adopted for the data collection exercise and the key 

findings with particular focus on respondents’ experiences of post-conflict conflicts, the dynamics 

within the rights claims on land, livelihoods and gender justice, community’s agency towards return 

to sustainable peace and ways in which the covid-19 pandemic has affected people’s livelihoods, 

exposing gendered social and economic fragilities on the post conflict region.   

Research Methodology 

Findings from the research study were shared with the wider public most of who were part of the 

key respondents in the research. The research team had enough encounters with the communities 

and what they were unable to cover in one meeting would be covered in another 

meeting/conversation.  

“I believe the team has 

identified the gaps affecting 

the smooth flow of service 

delivery in this region and I 

believe that this workshop will 

come up with a solution to 

address the problems 

affecting our people.” Hon. 

Opiyo Christopher Ateke. 
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The field visits were 

carried out in the 

early 2019 with a 

number of actors 

including district 

local government, 

cultural institutions, 

religious leaders, 

academics and 

NGOs, forging a way 

on how to 

collectively engage in 

a conversation to 

rethink how post 

conflict programing 

is meant to look like. 

In November and 

December 2019, a 

pilot study was done 

in Gulu (Bunyakira Sub-county), Pader, Acholi Bur, and Lapul. In early 2020, a follow up study was 

done in Amuru district particularly in (Atiak) and Omoro (Odek) which were the epi-centers of the 

conflict in terms of what happened in the conflict, the intensity of the conflict, and the areas hosted 

some of the leaders of the conflict. Following the covid-19 outbreak that resulted into a total 

lockdown, it was difficult to conduct field visits. Therefore, a mid-year mapping exercise was 

conducted in June 2020. This focused on events from the sub-region in the media, social media, 

radio in regards to conversations, stories and household struggles which were turning into popular 

discourse in the media in relation to covid-19. In 2021, following a relaxation on the covid-19 

restrictions, the research team physically visited communities to establish households’ response to 

the constraints of covid-19. The various visits determined the kind of interventions and development 

of the project materials.  

Conceptualization of Findings 

As presented by the study's lead field researcher, Dr. Amon Ashaba Mwiine, the study purposed to 

establish what continues to undermine possibilities of peace of social cohesion despite the silent 

guns. In order to understand how communities are adapting to the new changes that came after the 

war, the forms of agency they have, and how the hub can tap into all of this discourse, the study 

focused on the time after war, specifically the existing post-war conflicts and how these manifest; 

locals' everyday lives and interactions in regards to land as a key resource of the sub-region, people's 

livelihoods, means of survival, and the relationship between men and women in the post-conflict 

period. The study revealed a number of nested and gendered post-war issues that were described as 

potential new war fronts that, while not armed, make their everyday lives more difficult in the post-
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conflict phase. The conflicts are so intertwined that they influence each other and cannot be 

addressed in isolation.   

L-R Dr. Amon Ashaba Mwiine, Lead Field Researcher and Ms. Harriet Pamara, Co-Researcher presenting 

the findings during the impact workshop  

The dominant conversation during the study is land. Land conflicts remain the most complex and 

wide spread forms of social discontent in the region. These are perceived as competing claims over 

land, where different people claim various pieces of land and create tension within the community. 

Various respondents indicated that “when the guns went silent, what we remained with after the war 

was the land disputes (lara ngom) and Gender based violence (kukukuku)”. The land disputes were 

not complicated by the large scale or land acquisition for mechanized agriculture or sugarcane 

agriculture and the conflicts that emerged; but people saw the conflicts which were from within 

cultural clans and households and among family members as the most lethal and troublesome 

because you are fighting over land with a brother and a sister and you don’t know how to deal with 

it and these were the most complex forms to respond to. Further, the land claims were not just about 

land and stretches of trees and grass, it was fused into how people were identified and means of 

social identity and belonging (who they are, who their parents are, their clan, where they used to live, 

their belonging, what happened to social cohesion). 

Other concerns raised during the study include floating populations (groups of people who lack a 

strong anchoring in society), constrained choices between a meal and a mask due to limited resources 

in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic, and social insecurity. The different concerns were 

categorized into seven themes namely post-conflict land conflicts, culture fluidity, challenges in the 

marriage institution, social belonging, floating population, covid-19 and constrained livelihoods.  
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The post war conflicts 

are not stand alone 

experiences which can 

be dealt with one by 

one.  They are so 

woven together, they 

are nested into each 

other, they are 

influencing each other, 

and at the apex of this 

influence, is the 

constraining experience 

of Covid-19. Dr. Amon 

Ashaba Mwiine 2021. 

The study has provided an opportunity to understand the complex yet often taken for granted post-

war conflicts, the economic centered post-war programming for example prioritized investment in 

physical infrastructure and economic ventures that constrain the region’s return to sustainable peace. 

That beyond the guns going silent, and the physical infrastructure, there are social struggles that the 

region is experiencing. The study revealed the need for deliberate investment in responding to 

psychological needs and interests of men and women in post conflict programming. 

The details of the presentation and the detailed findings can be accessed here:  

https://thegenderhub.com/publications/nested-and-gendered-post-war-conflict-recalling-the-past-

negotiating-present-claims-on-land-livelihoods-and-social-belonging-in-northern-uganda/ and in 

Annex 1. 

Plenary: Post-war conflicts that require priority attention 

The participants were given an opportunity to respond to the findings. The issues presented in the 

plenary included whether the concerns presented as findings were a true reflection of the status of 

the situation in the Acholi sub-region, how participants as critical members of community can 

describe the post-war experiences in the region, what post-war conflicts require priority attention and 

by whom.  

Responses from the participants indicated that the findings were a true representation of the post 

conflict situation in the Acholi sub-region. For example, escalating land conflicts, the issue of gender 

based violence which continues to spike every day, as well as wide spread poverty. Some critical 

issues were reflected as thus.  

https://thegenderhub.com/publications/nested-and-gendered-post-war-conflict-recalling-the-past-negotiating-present-claims-on-land-livelihoods-and-social-belonging-in-northern-uganda/
https://thegenderhub.com/publications/nested-and-gendered-post-war-conflict-recalling-the-past-negotiating-present-claims-on-land-livelihoods-and-social-belonging-in-northern-uganda/
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The question of land came out strongly during the plenary session. Participants indicated 

that the land conflicts are facilitated by the 1995 Uganda Constitution which gives land rights to 

people. It was noted that when the land law was passed, people in the Northern region were still in 

IDP camps and the law did not clearly differentiate the various tenure systems in the country. They 

indicated that changing the land tenure system, commercialization of land and loss of authority by 

the traditional leaders worsened their plight.   

“The 1995 constitution came at a time when many of our people here in Northern Uganda were in 

IDP camps, this was at the peak of the insurgency. So it coincided with this encampment yet the 

provision in the constitution says that land belongs to the citizens. So when people were in the camps, 

there was already a time bomb waiting for them on return. This law did not differentiate between 

the different tenure system in the country, mailo land, free hold, lease hold, and customary land. 

When people came back from the camps, they went to their respective homes. In going back to 

their homes, that is when the boom burst. Everyone started looking for the land he owned, not the 

community owned land as before because they now had the right to own land. This became a very 

big challenge. That is why the conflicts are between relatives, a brother fighting a brother, a relative 

fighting a nephew which never used to be the case.” Male participant 

“With the commercialized land, I can have absolute right over it and I can easily sell it, take it as 

collateral security, which means that if for example I lose this land to the bank for example, I have 

lost my ideal entity that comes with that land.” Male participant 

“… the authority of the traditional leaders got lost along the way because you cannot exercise that 

authority against another authority that is the constitution because some people will refer to the 

constitution to take decisions. This has rendered traditional people powerless over land.” Male 

participant 

“The issue of land conflicts, is something that is escalating in the region. We have intra-family 

conflicts, conflicts between brothers, inter family conflicts, boundary conflicts, clan conflicts, and 

inter community conflicts related to land. We are still trying to work on it and we call upon other 

organizations, even government itself to take interest in working on land related issues. Because as 

local government or central government, we always want to first associate with development in the 

region and if there is wide spread violence in the community, then that development is difficult.” 

Female participant 

“When we talk about land conflicts, it has now turned into land grabbing where the clan will form 

an opinion to go and grab land near them whether communal land, camping ground etc.” Male 

participant 

Participants attested to the existence of floating populations indicating that these have 

sparked off immoralities such as commercial sex, cultural breakdown and commercialization of land. 

Participants further noted that while people have been sensitized about their rights by various NGOs, 

they have not been taught about their responsibilities and this has seen a lot of irresponsibility such 
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as reckless children, drunkards, disrespectful partners or spouses among others. Participants called 

for the need to rehabilitate the floating populations.     

“We need to address the floating population, the land utilization through the government to support 

agricultural output and social services because agricultural output is very expensive and social services 

are kind of being privatized. The government needs to come in and subsidize agricultural outputs 

so that this floating population acquires seeds and utilize the land.” David Oketch, Senior 

Development Officer and Welfare for Pader district:  

 “There is a misconception of rights, women’s rights, children’s rights, etc. It has been so much 

misconceived, I do not know if the misconception comes from the delivery of the messages, but we 

need to get an understanding and it is the reason we have lot of problems right now. You can’t 

educate a child because they do not know their responsibility and yet these rights come along with 

responsibilities. So many of the human rights actors have been focusing on rights and leaving out 

responsibilities and this is a problem.” Male participants 

 “Most men in our homes have become drunkards. They drink a lot, sleep by the roadside and have 

left all the responsibilities to women.” Female participant  

“After the war, women returned as widows and orphans and when they get remarried, their children 

are chased out of homes, because the man does not want to take in women with children.” Female 

participant 

“We have a lot of children these days that are undisciplined and disrespectful, they leave very early 

in the morning, go to centers and watch football and come back home at the time of their choice 

and you cannot say anything about it. These centers need to be closed because they are spoiling 

children and cannot do anything valuable in their lives.” Female participant 

Participants also cited the conflict between culture and religion as a factor that continues to 

create differences and confusion in the region. 

“There is conflict between culture and religion. There is need to harmonize this position so that we 

have one message or voice to empower the community, not the cultural people despising messages 

coming from the religious people and Vice versa. If there is one voice, then people will have one 

direction to follow.” Male participant 

Participants cited the issue of post traumatic disorders which have not been addressed by the 

intervening parties, hence affecting the relations and development in the community.  

“People went through the war, but are having a lot of mental health issues that have not been 

addressed. Even when you look at the government interventions, they came up with a project to 

support people to build their livelihoods but leaving aside the mental wellbeing and that has really 

affected the relations in the community. We have had many cases of trauma because we left out the 

mental health component of postwar development.” Immaculate Female participant 
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“War also resulted into wide spread poverty in the communities, people can’t afford meals so they 

have one meal in a day.” Female participant 

“The people in the region are still struggling with traumatic disorders, gender based violence, inter-

family conflicts over land and boundaries, and mindset issues. There is need to offer psycho social 

support and restore trust in clan leaders.” Immaculate Alanyo, participant 

Participants indicated that there exist collapsing masculinities spanning from economic 

disempowerment, disassociation from development and empowerment programs. It was noted that 

often times, men are excluded from developmental programs, hence limiting their chances at 

economic growth. For instance, when people were confined in the IDP camps, while women were 

selling alcohol and doing small businesses to earn income, men did not have the economic ability 

and opportunities. When they returned to communities, the only option they had was to sell land, 

which land was customary land and there was no way to sell it without fighting because it is owned 

by the community.  

“Men are home and they do not have money, their women are leaving them to go to other men 

because they do not have money and when they get to know that there is nothing they can do to get 

the money, the only thing that they can do is get a rope and commit suicide.” Male participant 

“For the issue of street children, it is very hard for a man to leave with children born of another man, 

what they do, they marry only the woman, not with the kids, and they chase the kids from home or 

they mistreat them until they run away to the streets. We should address male empowerment. We 

have empowered women and encouraged NGOs and government to continue empowering them 

but we should also address men’s empowerment for these post conflict conflicts to be resolved.” 

Male participant   

Other issues cited is the increasing population which cannot be accommodated by the available land, 

high levels of poverty and inadequate food for family members, lack of credibility in the new elders, 

high crime rates, laziness and high expectation for free things, laziness has also caused challenges. 

People are used to free things where people think that government will come to their rescue.  

Way Forward: Forging Pathways for Sustainable Peace  

Respondents pointed out the need to deal with issues of gender based violence, work on mindset 

change for men and women, the need for psycho social support to communities if people are to 

develop. There is need for a harmonized interpretation of rights, roles and responsibilities to ensure 

that everyone is on the same page. Participants called for the need to restore trust in the cultural 

leaders and the new elders and they particularly called for the involvement of cultural leaders in all 

the interventions as thus “let us reawaken the Acholi culture. With all this important information, if 

we can reawaken the Acholi culture, then we shall go a long way. We need to empower the cultural 

institutions and restore trust and respect in them. We have had so many land wrangles taken to court 

yet those cases can be handled at the local level, or by clan elders but because of the mistrust people 

have in them, people run to court and spend so many years solving land issues” Nyaporo Rose, 

participant 
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Members called for the continuous advocacy for the policy enactment at parliament level so that it 

addresses some of these issues in the Acholi sub-region. They further raised the need for 

reconciliation, reparation, compensation and tracing origins of the floating population, mainly the 

youth by the local government, local service department, NGOs a well as the cultural and religious 

leaders. Members also advised that there is need to rehabilitate and restore hope in child mothers 

who are homeless, and landless as well as offer them psycho social support so that we stop labeling 

them names such as “agu”. 

Regarding land conflicts, there is need to look at access to justice especially for the women and 

children at home, conduct sensitization on gender based violence, ensure the promotion of good 

cultural norms  

The region is faced with climate change in terms of long dry seasons, and wet seasons. Therefore, 

they call upon the government and local government to support the locals with irrigation schemes 

and support agricultural schemes, including providing improved seeds.  

Participants indicated that everyone has a responsibility to play including the academia, cultural 

institution, local government and civil society. They further noted that it should be the work of the 

government to restore social cohesion. Families were equally called upon to play their part in the 

family cohesion for the betterment of society. Women were encouraged to stay strong, provide for 

their families, educate them and take responsibility over them.  

Plenary Discussions in Pictures 
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Closing Session 

Remarks by Prof. Josephine Ahikire 

In her concluding remarks, Prof. Josephine Ahikire expressed gratitude for a rich conversation. She 

greatly appreciated all the participants, district and the cultural leaders, religious leaders, women in 

the different capacities, women as leaders of organizations for the brief but worthy conversation. She 

on behalf of the hub noted that the team is committed to finding and enjoining actors to deal with 

this daunting challenge of social cohesion. She noted that it is a pleasure to hold deep conversations 

that touch our lives, people’s lives, and pledged to take this forward in terms of crafting pathways 

with all the stakeholders and even at the global level. She ended by emphasizing that sustainable 

peace is possible, however it is a collective initiative. 

Remarks by Hon. Doreen Luboyo Aberdo, Councilor 

In her closing remarks, Hon Doreen appreciated the presenters for the research done, and the 

information shared. She reiterated that the most important concern is gender based violence.  

All these things we are seeing here 

are because the families are not 

one. The men and women living 

in one house are no speaking one 

language. Regarding the 

government, governments are 

small families that we have in the 

communities. So if the small 

government is not okay, then the 

big government cannot be okay. 

So as listeners, we should go back 

as small governments to govern 

our families. Doreen Luboyo A. 

Hon. Doreen noted that unless we address family concerns, we shall continue battling land 

problems, and domestic violence. She emphasized the need for couple sharing as a community, 

noting that it a lot of things are done in our families, it will be helpful. She further indicated the need 

to sensitize the youth on the values of what Acholi was doing before. “The children are our future 

leaders so we need to teach them the right norms and values.” She noted. She called upon the 

researchers to continue engaging the community members, local leaders, and cultural leaders so that 

they build the Acholi sub-region communities. 
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Closing Remarks by Okello Douglas Peter, District Chairperson of Omoro District Local 

Government 

On behalf of Hon. Ojara 

Martin Mapenduzi, MP for 

Bardege-Layibi Division in the 

new Gulu City, Hon. Okello 

appreciated the researchers for 

the elaborate findings and 

confirmed that they are a true 

representation of the situation 

in the Acholi sub-region. He 

noted that Northern Uganda is 

described by 5Rs; Return, 

Reintegration, Recover, and 

Regeneration. He noted that all 

these processes took place, 

however, while the gun is silent 

in Northern Uganda, the war is 

still on and once it is not addressed comprehensively, it will go on and we shall not have a speedy 

recovery of the post conflict Northern Uganda. So whatever interventions we are going to do must 

focus on the speedy recovery and transformation of the post conflict Northern Uganda.  

During his district speakership role, a number of concerns were raised in parliament and over 11 

resolutions were passed to address the plight of the victims at the recovery process of Northern 

Uganda. But surprisingly, not even one has been addressed. Hon. Okello therefore appealed to 

Amani institute Uganda, Makerere university, College of Humanities and Social Sciences and the 

London School of Economics, that this research should trigger a new way of interventions and 

response to comprehensive learning, programing, recovery and budgeting process for Northern 

Uganda and the Acholi sub region. He noted that a lot is being done and therefore, in whatever 

intervention that government and partners are trying to do, there is need to mainstream the issue of 

the victims, children born in captivity, those who lost their arms, and have injuries, it must be 

mainstreamed in the interventions because it is not there at the moment. “We are going back to 

parliament and we are demanding that action be taken to the people of Northern Uganda because 

the gun is silent but the war is on.” He noted.  

Regarding poverty in Northern Uganda, it is true and 68% requires mind change and attitude 

development. There is need to address the mindset change and attitude of the people in Acholi 

land. In the context of COVID-19, when the president spoke, he noted that all schools are closed 

however, it is not true that all children in Uganda are not studying. A directive was passed that 

children learn via radio yet only 30.1% of the total population of Acholi sub region, have access to 

radio. In addition, only a small percentage of the population has access to TV, smartphones, and 

network coverage to be studying online. Surprisingly, only a small percentage of teachers are in 
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position to teach online. He noted that this listenership is unrealistic, ineffective, and we are doing a 

very big disservice to some parts of Uganda particularly those in the rural setting, Kitgum, Pader, 

Nyoya, while other pupils are studying and paying schools fees. Some parts of the country are 

educationally marginalized and will not catch up. “Before the covid-19 outbreak, teenage 

pregnancies in Omoro district and early marriages in Omoro district was standing at 28%. As Omoro 

district, we carried out what we called teenage pregnancies and early marriage audit during covid-19 

in the first wave and the statistic is worrying. We are now standing at 30.5% from 28% if the other 

districts are to do the same, it will be very worrying. This is bad for us a sub-region. The research 

team ought to take a deep interest in these areas, as well as the issues of maternal and child health.” 

He noted.  

Hon. Okello called for the need to undertake institutional greening and household greening in a bid 

to protect the environment which is totally worn out. He further noted that in Acholi sub-region 

particularly Omoro Sub region, only 20% of the total population are involved in commercial 

agriculture, the 80% are in subsistence. Whatever is being produced is not competitive in the global 

market. Therefore, value addition should be considered.  

In his concluding remarks, Hon. Okello called for the need to employ an integrated approach to 

address the problem. He also called for comprehensive data collection to facilitate planning, 

programing, budgeting and resource allocation. He then declared the workshop officially closed. 
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Annexes  

Annex 1: Detailed presentation and findings  

 

Impact workshop 

Presentation.pptx
        

 

Annex 2: Project Research Team 
 

No Name Role 

1 Assoc. Prof. Josephine Ahikire Co-Director Gender Justice and Security Hub 

2 Mr. Stephen Oola Co-Investigator and Director Amani Institute Uganda 

3 Dr. Amon Ashaba Mwiine Lead Field Researcher 

4 Ms. Harriet Pamara Co-Researcher 

5 Ms. Gloria Acayo Opira Co-Researcher/Moderator 

6 Mr. Courage Sewanyana Research Assistant 

7 Ms. Peace Watmon Research Assistant 

8 Ms. Lanyero Janet Lydia Research and Documentation Officer 

9 Mr. Dancan Muhanguzi Hub Project Administrator 

10 Ms. Esther Namitala Communications support 

11 Mr. Eric Lubega IT and Communications support 
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Annex 3: Workshop Programme                         

                                            

Moderator: Ms. Gloria Acayo 

8:30pm - 9:30am  Arrival of participants 

9:30am - 9:50am                 Prayer/Introductions/Agenda Setting 

9:45am – 10:00am Background to the GCRF Gender Justice & Security Hub by Stephen Oola, 

Co-Investigator and Director Amani Institute Uganda  

10:00am - 10:15am    Official Opening: Mr. Opiyo Christoper Ateke, Chairperson Gulu District 

Local Government 

10:15am -10:30am  Overview of the Research Project by Prof. Josephine Ahikire, Principal 

CHUSS, Makerere University & Co –director GCRF Gender Justice & 

Security Hub 

10:30am -10.45:00am              Tea Break 

10.45:00am -12:00Noon  Discussion of Research findings:  

   Dr. Amon Ashaba Mwiine - Lead Researcher  

   Gloria Acayo - Co-Researcher 

   Harriet Pamara – Co-Researcher                                        

12:05pm - 1:15pm            Plenary Discussion and Key Messages  

1:15pm -1:30pm                 Closing Remarks by Hon. Ojara Martin Mapenduzi, MP for Bardege-

Layibi Division in the new Gulu City. 

1:30pm            Lunch & Departure 
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Annex 4: Participants 
 

Physical Participants  
 

No Name Sex Organization Phone No Email Address 

1 Esther Namitala F Makerere University 0774879229 namitalaesther@gmail.com  

2 Dancan Muhanguzi M Makerere University, 

CHUSS 

0787121167 dancanmuhanguzi@yahoo.com  

3 Eric Lubega M Makerere University 0703646735 Eric.lubega@mak.ac.ug  

4 Akot Grace F OWAK Gulu 0774086849  

5 Harriet Pamara F Center for Basic 

Research 

0772902784 Tinoharriet10@gmail.com    

6 Amon Mwiine M Makerere University  0782052407 amonmwiine@gmail.com  

7 Acayo Gloria F Makerere University 0775414665 gloriaacayo@yahoo.com  

8 Atim Joyce Kereni F Atiak Amuru 0788375409  

9 Apoko Margaret F Atiak Amuru 0778737609  

10 Lanyero Janet Lydia F Amani Institute 

Uganda 

0784835570 lydialanyero@yahoo.com  

11 Apokorach Harriet F Atiak Amaru 0781487009  

12 Ssewanyana Courage M Amani Institute 

Uganda 

0781490242  

13 Salongo 

Tumuhimbisibwe 

George 

M Kampala 0772412447 tumuhimbisibwegeorge@gmail.com  

14 Julaika A. Obika M Gulu University 0772964491 j.obika@gu.ac.ug  

15 Opiyo Christopher 

Ateker 

M Gulu District 0782331223 Christopheropiyo20217@gmail.com   

16 Immaculate Alanyo F GWED-G Gulu 0782060107 immaculatealanyo@gwedg.org  

17 Komaketch Geoffrey M Ke-Kwaro Acholi 0782291399 Geoffreykomakech99@gmail.com  

18 Akello Margret  F Koro 0781473360  

19 Lamunu Rose F Koro 0771861425  

20 Orach Thomas M Owak 0773800936  

21 Atim Clementina F Bungatira 0782361725  

22 Akallo Grace Ouma F Koro-Kal 0779236555  

23 Olanya Amos M Awahtt 0779749774  

24 Nyapolo Rosie F Omoro District 0789880109 rospols@gmail.com  

25 Oketch David 

Odwong 

M Pader 0782389814 Jadddwong@gmail   

26 Aloyo Jipanai F Lapul C 078899383  

27 Auma Josephine Y. F Lapul/Bongtiko S/C 0772671735 aumajosephine@gmail.com  

28 Okello Douglas Peter M Omoro District Local 

Government 

0782501755  

29 Okwanga Alfard M Gulu City 0782378192 kwangalfred@yahoo.com  

30 Luboyo Doreen F Based Services Sec. 

Community 

0772876035 luboyoabendoreen@gmail.com  

mailto:namitalaesther@gmail.com
mailto:dancanmuhanguzi@yahoo.com
mailto:Eric.lubega@mak.ac.ug
mailto:Tinoharriet10@gmail.com
mailto:amonmwiine@gmail.com
mailto:gloriaacayo@yahoo.com
mailto:lydialanyero@yahoo.com
mailto:tumuhimbisibwegeorge@gmail.com
mailto:j.obika@gu.ac.ug
mailto:Christopheropiyo20217@gmail.com
mailto:immaculatealanyo@gwedg.org
mailto:Geoffreykomakech99@gmail.com
mailto:rospols@gmail.com
mailto:Kirgo@gmail.com
mailto:aumajosephine@gmail.com
mailto:kwangalfred@yahoo.com
mailto:luboyoabendoreen@gmail.com
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31 Komaketch Denis M Omoro District Local 

Government 

0782501755  

32 Ayubu Proscovia F Amani  0773409787 Proscoviaayubu8@gmail.com  

33 Aloyo Peace Watmon F Amani 0776558187 peace@gmail.com  

34 Watmon Charles  M Amani 0772660760 watmon@gmail.com  

35 Angee Angness F Amani 0782368188 agnes@gmail.com  

36 Dorothy Omuk F Advocates for 

Women’s Rights 

0782874072 omukdora@gmail.com  

37 Alimo Stella Daisy F Pader District 0774843127 Almo@gmail.com  

38 Oringa Largo Godfrey  M Pader 0782389814 kirgowa@gmail.com   

 

 

Virtual Active Participants  

No. Name (Original Name) Sex User Email 

1 Kasango Ibrahim M kasangoibrahim96@gmail.com 

2 Mutusi Jane F mutusij@gmail.com 

3 Diana Cherukut F dianacherukut@gmail.com 

4 Kobusingye Winnie F winniekobusingyep@gmail.com 

5 Ainembabazi Priscilla Diana F priscilladiana88@gmaul.com 

6 Tulyahabwe Wycliff M tulyahabwewyc26@gmail.com 

7 Josephine Ahikire F ahikirejosephine@gmail.com 

8 UKRI-GCRF Video (Muhanguzi 

Dancan) 

M dancanmuhanguzi@yahoo.com 

9 UKRI-GCRF Audio (Eric Lubega) M ericlg.l@gmail.com 

10 Stephen Oola M oolalawyer@gmail.com 

11 Peace Watmon F peacewatmon9@gmail.com 

12 Fenella Nkwanzi F nkwanziii@gmail.com 

13 Barbra Nakintu F nakintubarbra.77@gmail.com 

14 Rose Atim F rose.atim@graduateinstitute.ch 

15 Evelyn Pauls F e.pauls@lse.ac.uk 

16 Nicky Armstrong F n.armstrong@lse.ac.uk 

17 Courage Ssewanyana M courageobedogwassewa@gmail.com 

18 Esther Namitala F namitalaesther@gmail.com 

19 Zaid Sekito M zsekito@gmail.com 

20 Isabell Mbabazi F isabellembabazi@gmail.com 

21 Prossy Ayubu F proscoviaayubu8@gmail.com 

22 Levis Mugumya M lmugumya@gmail.com 

23 Okot Joel M okotjoel1990@gmail.com 

24 Hans Komakech M khansje@gmail.com 

25 Kirsten Ainley F kirsten.ainley@anu.edu.au 

26 Kikooma Julius M kikooma.julius@mak.ac.ug 

mailto:Proscoviaayubu8@gmail.com
mailto:peace@gmail.com
mailto:watmon@gmail.com
mailto:agnes@gmail.com
mailto:omukdora@gmail.com
mailto:Almo@gmail.com
mailto:wa@gmail.com
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27 Stella Rose Akutui F srakutui@gmail.com 

28 Sarah Smith F s.j.smith1@lse.ac.uk 

29 Mercy Awino F awinom24@gmail.com 

30 Katushabe Jovah F katushabejovah1@gmail.com 

31 Akurut Agnes F akurutokurut@gmail.com 

32 Esther Muliisa F esthermuliisa@gmail.com 

33 Grace Maria Kentaro F kentaromaria@gmail.com 

34 Maria Nampiima F marialhyze@gmail.com 

35 Jacqueline k F jackiekibirige@gmail.com 

36 Rebecca Potton F r.potton@lse.ac.uk 

37 Mike Mulumya F mikemulumya@gmail.com 

38 Amanya Aklam M amanyazaklam2018@gmail.com 

39 Waninda Joel mark M juniorwaninda39@gmail.com 

40 Edgar Nabutanyi M nabutanyiedgar@gmail.com 

41 Oruka Ivan M orukaivan7@gmail.com 

42 Mwiine Ashaba M amonmwiine@gmail.com 

43 Harriet Pamara F tinoharriet10@gmail.com 

44 Priscilla Diana F priscilladiana88@gmail.com 

 

Participants who Registered to attend the Impact Workshop Virtually  

REGISTRATION REPORT 

No. First Name Last Name Email Registration 

Time 

Phone 

1 Muhereze Ronald ronaldkizza@gmail.com 10/2/2020 8:14 776823501 

2 Catherine Kyakutoranire Cathykya23@gmail.com 10/1/2020 12:48 705526440 

3 Peran Katugume pkatugume1@gmail.com 10/2/2020 8:45 700339211 

4 Esther Muhoza esthermuhoza06@gmail.com 10/1/2020 7:05 758861601 

5 Prossy Nansubuga nansubugamerilyn@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:57 781070257 

6 Turinawe nickson turinawenickson121@gmail.com 9/30/2020 23:08 777248786 

7 Ojok Mathilda Mathiliza7@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:53 758977416 

8 Salome Lukwiya lukwiyangom@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:37 779287896 

9 Agnes kiyai kiyaiben11@gmail.com 10/1/2020 20:50 772848266 

10 Courage Ssewanyana courageobedogwassewa@gmail.com 9/30/2020 22:29 700667051 

11 Terence Tumubweine terrytumubweine@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:08 701811665 

12 Catherine Kirumira kiruthy1@gmail.com 9/30/2020 15:11 773551827 

13 Ajok Nancy Kyompaire ajoknkyompaire@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:04 757699767 

14 Gloria Longbaam-Alli naantoe@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:56 785587098 

15 Marvin Igoma igomarvin1@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:01 778442736 
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16 Ongyeer 

Emmanuel 

  emmanuelongyeer@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:22 771419437 

17 Apio Brenda brendaapio16@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:43 788550913 

18 Adero Sharon Oryono sharonoryonoadero@gmail.com 10/1/2020 17:57 773443524 

19 Joseph Nyende jnyende@fomeug.org 10/1/2020 9:35 702739376 

20 Sekanjako Nasser nathansekanjako@gmail.com 9/30/2020 21:11 755172135 

21 Nakanwagi Faith nakanwagi.eva@gmail.com 10/1/2020 16:33 777450406 

22 Pamara Harriet tinoharriet10@gmail.com 10/1/2020 18:46 772902784 

23 Hafitha Issa hafitha2016@gmail.com 10/2/2020 7:02 781093293 

24 Emmy Rwomushana erwomushana@gmail.com 9/30/2020 16:48 776848799 

25 Judith Nyangoma Judithnyangoma90@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:23 785447693 

26 Basaja Athanas basajaanthanas21@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:05 704776196 

27 John Mubazi jkem@bams.mak.ac.ug 9/30/2020 17:41 756112355 

28 Patience Muramuzi nawadorg@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:42 772820199 

29 Christine Mpyangu cmpyangu@chuss.mak.ac.ug 10/2/2020 11:08 772436739 

30 John-Baptist Imokola imokola@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:22 782280535 

31 Namata Tendo namatatendo1@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:31 788175509 

32 Jordana Wamboga wambogaj@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:03 772526415 

33 Namukhula Juliet namukhulajuliet96@yahoo.com 10/1/2020 14:04 757664077 

34 Eve Nabulya evenamala@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:36 782401889 

35 Allen Asiimwe asiimwea94@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:37 776846984 

36 Tumukwatse Bernard btumukwatse@gmail.com 9/30/2020 16:49 700449717 

37 Amanya Aklam amanyazaklam2018@gmail.com 10/2/2020 12:09 784696556 

38 Apophia Turyahabwe apo.turyahabwe@yahoo.com 10/2/2020 9:02 774154678 

39 Obua Idrish Obuaidris@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:15 773286315 

40 Emmanuel Loboka emmanuel8941@yahoo.com 10/2/2020 7:18 '+211915642442 

41 Emma McGeachy elmcgeac@gmail.com 9/30/2020 15:58 7832526825 

42 Kataike Viola violakataike@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:13 781955111 

43 Abenakyo Lisa Mary abenakyolisamary@gmail.com 9/30/2020 22:04 705605960 

44 Magezi Bashir gisinitiative@gmail.com 10/1/2020 5:59 757948121 

45 Grace Kyomuhendo Gracebantebya@gmail.com 9/30/2020 16:24 772471600 

46 Ruth lilian Katono ruthlkatono@yahoo.co.uk 10/2/2020 11:00 774314023 

47 David Opio opiodavid3@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:03 776771444 

48 michael Wangotta masakala@chuss.mak.ac.ug 9/30/2020 17:28 774027252 

49 Joy Alinda joyalindabridget@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:37 701543401 

50 David Byansi byansid4@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:42 785901241 

51 Doreen Asiimwe smwdoras@gmail.com 9/30/2020 21:34 777528979 

52 Joyce Gukunda joycegukunda87@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:49 788721997 

53 Emmanuel Kasambula emmakasambula@gmail.com 10/2/2020 1:29 757433154 

54 Saheed Oduola oduolasaheed1978@gmail.com 10/2/2020 8:54 8130400451 

55 Helina Befekadu Bekele loidhelina@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:27 789196151 
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56 Aguta Raymond agutaraymond@gmail.com 9/30/2020 21:13 786614852 

57 Tom Ngabirano tomngabirano@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:09 772594720 

58 Christine Opondo odeckchristine@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:24 726959298 

59 Donna Keirungi unifog.keirungi@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:24 772879364 

60 Yvonne Dianah Kayaga yvonedian056@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:27 774856867 

61 Mwirumubi Walter waltermwirumubi@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:49 781996562 

62 Angella Napakol Angella.napakol@gmail.com 10/2/2020 7:28 774722740 

63 Amanya Aklam amanyaaklam2018@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:16 784696556 

64 Grace Maria Kentaro kentaromaria@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:13 772328821 

65 Nalukobe Christine nalukobechristine89@gmail.com 10/1/2020 10:08 753574299 

66 Charlotte Karungi Ckarungi@chuss.mak.ac.ug 10/2/2020 6:40 779518549 

67 Esther Namitala namitalaesther@gmail.com 9/30/2020 22:51 774879229 

68 Salome Awor aworsalome13@gmail.com 10/1/2020 13:16 780651739 

69 Tabitha Osoro tosoro@kabarak.ac.ke 10/1/2020 13:19 700201729 

70 Arok James Isaiah james.arok@chuss.mak.ac.ug 10/2/2020 8:55 786730660 

71 Gremory Ernie gianlucas0414@icloud.com 9/30/2020 18:20 89272891 

72 Isabella Osiemo Isabellaosiemo@yahoo.com 9/30/2020 21:55 722306723 

73 Herbert Mukasa htmukasa@gmail.com 10/1/2020 22:54 712159803 

74 Kiiza Wilson bugunguheritage@gmail.com 10/1/2020 7:29 757725763 

75 Vicent Kawuki vicentkawuki@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:30 784965731 

76 Ben Boham peacemaker.sports@gmail.com 10/1/2020 9:45 700324998 

77 Mubarak Mabuya mubarak.mabuya@igad.int 9/30/2020 20:18 '+25377434001 

78 Annabelle Ogwang aogwangokot@gmail.com 9/30/2020 23:05 772750616 

79 Dorothy Muhumure doramuhumure77@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:59 772511904 

80 Grace Ruto rutograce@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:36 780132558 

81 Florence 

Muhanguzi 

Kyoheirwe flora.muhanguzi@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:06 777108535 

82 Jane Mpagi Sanyu janempagi@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:52 772516989 

83 Kikooma Julius kikooma@gmail.com 10/2/2020 7:24 702487261 

84 Kaswabuli Allan kaswabuliallan16@gmai.com 9/30/2020 18:57 0 

85 Brian Semujju briansemujju@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:13 772965038 

86 Sharon Atyang sharonatyang534@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:25 784086036 

87 Deo Kannamwangi dkannamwangi@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:38 772489618 

88 Nina Gloria Onubia ninagloriaonubia@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:22 788547295 

89 Aisha Nakiwala geniusmuzo@gmail.com 10/2/2020 6:22 772516078 

90 Elizabeth Katusiime katusiimeelizabeth.ek@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:00 782478409 

91 Okwi Moris mauricekish42@gmail.com 10/1/2020 7:24 770671473 

92 Lillian Kizanye Kizanyelillian@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:16 756100461 

93 Jacqueline Ojiambo jackie.ojiambo@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:04 722340100 

94 catherine anena anenaodongo@yahoo.com 10/2/2020 9:15 772654588 

95 Lynda Nakalawa lyndanakalawa@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:18 782334450 
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96 Stephen Oola oolalawyer@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:58 772398275 

97 Teresa Waithira teresa.waithera@dkut.ac.ke 9/30/2020 20:04 711765576 

98 Mubarak Tukur saltuk.mt@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:53 708947854 

99 Frank Mbatenda framba2011@gmail.com 10/1/2020 21:49 2.56753E+11 

100 Mwiine Ashaba amonmwiine@gmail.com 9/30/2020 15:49 782052407 

101 Nakato   Natasha nakatomary19@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:57 0700769010 

/0784474938 

102 Patricia Kimaru Kimarupatricia@yahoo.com 9/30/2020 22:31 722736199 

103 Lydia Mungherera lmungherera7@gmail.com 10/1/2020 17:55 772448102 

104 Kyomugisha Imelda kyomugishaimelda@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:43 786942952 

105 Byamugisha   Isaac byamugishaisaac18@gmail.com 9/30/2020 16:30 773191015 

106 Philip   philipatiba@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:43 774838478 

107 Sally Aber abers2017@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:45 777992138 

108 Rose Oriko orikowa@gmail.com 9/30/2020 21:02 724431932 

109 Alan White alan@alanwhitemenshealth.com 10/1/2020 15:37 '++44(0) 

7971827217 

110 Esther Adokey eadokey@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:41 783294465 

111 florence Ebila ebilaf@yahoo.com 10/1/2020 9:18 706471738 

112 Dancan Muhanguzi dancanmuhanguzi@yahoo.com 9/30/2020 15:01 787121167 

113 Nicholas Tunanukye ntunanukye@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:23 772015755 

114 Ntamugabumwe Victor victorntamugabumwe@gmail.com 10/1/2020 17:17 780828768 

115 Isaac Tibasiima kiizatisaac@gmail.com 9/30/2020 15:10 752837191 

116 Gloria Naggayi glonaggayi@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:08 771663861 

117 Daniel Sumner Dmsumner@vt.edu 9/30/2020 18:44 5402304977 

118 Natasha Clive natashaclive23@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:09 701824811 

119 Patrick Jaramogi pjaramogi@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:20 702426211 

120 Elizabeth Katana ekatana@musph.ac.ug 9/30/2020 20:30 780384997 

121 Sylvia Winter winwilwin@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:21 774853593 

122 Dorothy Kabanda dkabanda@acadreg.mak.ac.ug 10/1/2020 13:52 77400324 

123 Hassan Sekajoolo hsekajoolo@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:49 772565862 

124 Grace Akello Akellograce@hotmail.com 10/2/2020 8:45 782303546 

125 Sylvia Baluka Angubua sbaluka3@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:10 2.56775E+11 

126 Ojara Innocent innocentojara0@gmail.com 10/2/2020 7:07 776889571 

127 Amono Grace graceamono64@gmail.com 9/30/2020 22:19 778542934 

128 Hakim Nkalubo abdulakimn@gmail.com 10/2/2020 6:53 702305712 

129 TECNO POP 3 

Plus 

  marthanamuwonge9@gmail.com 10/2/2020 8:01 783324025 

130 Martin Kityo mkityo@frauganda.org 9/30/2020 19:10 708208396 

131 Shallon Tuhirirwe Shallon.tuhi@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:37 757878817 

132 Wambi Michael wambiMichael@gmail.com 10/2/2020 8:19 777667887 

133 Marciana Were mnafula85@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:45 '+254713246381 

134 Makerere University wtayebwa@gmail.com 10/2/2020 5:52 752482892 
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135 Margaret Kabahenda mkabahenda@caes.mak.ac.ug 9/30/2020 17:45 781527680 

136 Stella Akutui srakutui@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:25 774888924 

137 Isabelah Mulama Isabeltabby3@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:09 728559659 

138 Deborah Luggya dnluggya@gmail.com 10/1/2020 21:46 782889667 

139 Tumuhaise Phionah Phionahtumuhaise@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:51 759644387 

140 Peter Sekiswa jocekiswaa@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:51 704922419 

141 Nahabwe Stella Stellanahabwe1@gmail.com 10/1/2020 12:04 782553924 

142 Kyomuhendo Belinda kyomuhendobelinda@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:21 782885386 

143 Nyiraneza Mollen nyiramollen@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:41 786499633 

144 Birabwa Mebal Mablebira@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:58 774557327 

145 Niwagaba Stuart niwagabastuart1@gmail.com 10/1/2020 18:15 704275541 

146 John Midega jamidega@yahoo.com 10/1/2020 10:15 '+254733943141 

147 Jackie Zinale zinalej@gmail.com 10/2/2020 9:14 721318808 

148 Kenneth Ayebazibwe kenneth@bothendsbelieving.org 9/30/2020 18:40 774185458 

149 Ainembabazi Apophia apophia8@gmail.com 10/1/2020 11:57 756507459 

150 Charles Othina jumacharlie@yahoo.com 10/1/2020 13:15 '+254723143646 

151 Davis Akatuhurira davisakatuhurira@gmail.com 10/2/2020 11:24 758581581 

152 Asimwe fauzia asimwefauzia752@gmail.com 10/1/2020 9:53 755219395 

153 Vivian Nakabuubi contact2vivian@gmail.com 10/1/2020 0:36 701694646 

154 Robinah Nakabo nakaborseruga@gmail.com 10/1/2020 0:12 776802981 

155 Pamela Khanakwa pkhanakwa@gmail.com 10/1/2020 11:13 772442530 

156 Kirsten Ainley Kirsten.ainley@anu.edu.au 10/1/2020 23:37 '+61474155705 

157 Aaron Olao aaronolao@gmail.com 9/30/2020 22:56 772003596 

158 Kiyonga Peter kiyongapizzaro@gmail.com 9/30/2020 23:42 778817097 

159 Rashidah Nakyomu aidahnakandi@gmail.com 10/1/2020 10:17 770332578 

160 Faith Namara faithnamara52@gmail.com 10/1/2020 19:44 778850165 

161 Sarah Njau Snjau25@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:28 +254723934606 

162 Omagor Ambrose ambroseomagor@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:25 759831300 

163 Allen Asiimwe Allen.Asiimwe@mrcuganda.org 9/30/2020 20:08 773337221 

164 Deboleena Rakshit d.rakshit@promundoglobal.org 10/1/2020 0:39 2028081701 

165 Olowo Steven Mashajunior955@gmail.com 10/1/2020 15:54 755405538 

166 Losira Sanya losirasfm@gmail.com 9/30/2020 16:41 703209677 

167 Judith choudry Akech Judith.choudry@gmail.com 10/1/2020 21:33 770971656 

168 Hasifa Kabejja pr@chuss.mak.ac.ug 10/1/2020 22:55 774904211 

169 Emma Atieno atienoemma13@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:13 '+254727946545 

170 Atukunda Daphine atukundadaphine1@gmail.com 9/30/2020 20:41 706348790 

171 Peace Watmon peacewatmon9@gmail.com 10/2/2020 10:43 776558187 

172 Elliot Orizaarwa elliot.orizaarwa@gmail.com 9/30/2020 21:58 772976023 

173 Levis Mugumya lmugumya@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:44 772475807 

174 Seddie A Twino Ayebz aseddie@yahoo.com 10/2/2020 7:53 709095082 

175 Patrick Lugwiri Okombo lugwiri.patrick@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:28 '+254724358903 
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176 Tukamushaba Agnes Agnesmaureen57@gmail.com 10/1/2020 11:33 773412045 

177 Fridah Katushemererwe katu@chuss.mak.ac.ug 9/30/2020 18:26 751828932 

178 Peace Musiimenta twiopeace@gmail.com 10/2/2020 8:12 782636436 

179 Hedwige Masambagawinyi heuzebia@gmail.com 10/1/2020 10:01 781062694 

180 Jovah Katushabe katushabejovah1@gmail.com 9/30/2020 22:58 784309025 

181 Eric Lubega elubegac@chuss.mak.ac.ug 10/2/2020 9:38 782521009 

182 Komugisha Judith judithmugisha3@gmail.com 9/30/2020 15:43 785307645 

183 Mande David mandedavid8@gmail.com 9/30/2020 17:22 788267792 

184 Richard Hafasha richardhafasha3@gmail.com 9/30/2020 18:52 772334005 

185 Yakub Adams yakubdms@yahoo.co.uk 9/30/2020 20:04 +254706270667 

186 Gloria Acayo gloriaacayo@yahoo.com 9/30/2020 17:14 775414665 

187 Nuwampagira Danton nuwampagiradanton2@gmail.com 9/30/2020 19:22 703696814 

188 Maneno Stella smaneno15@gmail.com 10/1/2020 10:34 789101305 

189 Peter Baguma kpbaguma@chuss.mak.ac.ug 9/30/2020 19:31 772551804 

190 Esther Nakyese essienakyese@gmail.com 10/1/2020 8:05 703482064 
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